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ABSTRACT 

 

Ramanujan’s real period functions plus Picard–Fuchs differential equations and Gaussian hypergeometric functions 

generate a wide range of simple hypergeometric manifolds (henceforward PFHM) consisting of two-dimensional coupled 

subsystems combined in a single three-dimensional system with dihedral symmetry. We argue that PFHM could be used 

to elucidate the homoclinic paths equipped with stable, closed and constrained orbits that characterize the dynamical 

behavior of a large number of physical and biological systems.  Since PFHM encompasses coupled subsystems with 

Hamiltonian interactions that are reciprocal in nature, the options for the total system’s energetic conformation are 

restrained.  Therefore, energetic changes in a subsystem are inversely correlated with energetic changes in another 

subsystem.  This balanced, inverse energetic reciprocity could be used to elucidate the unusual behavior of quantum 

entangled particles and the thermodynamic constraints dictating the final shape of frustrated proteins.  Also, the 

thermodynamic paths of apparently isolated systems can be influenced by feedback mechanisms from hidden subsystems 

that exert their influence and can be quantified, even without full knowledge of every control parameter.  PHFM can be 

methodologically treated in terms of cycle attractors, shedding new light on well-known physical phenomena like the 

dynamical behavior of monostatic bodies.  Yet, the possibility to analyze two-dimensional paths in terms of three-

dimensional routes could be useful to assess the ubiquitous occurrence of the Turing’s reaction-diffusion model in 

biological systems.  We suggest that PFHM might stand for a general mathematical apparatus shaping the phase space of 

various real dynamical paths, with applications in digital imaging, cryptography and memory storing.     
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Differential equations’ multivariable functions and their partial derivatives drive the energetic behavior of various 

dynamical paths, from logarithmic to exponential behaviors, from limit cycle to Lorentz-like attractors.  We suggest to 

use the Picard–Fuchs equation (henceforward PF) and its variants to investigate the energetic constraints of physical and 

biological dynamical systems.  PF is a simple, linear, ordinary differential equation whose solutions describe the periods 

of elliptic curves (Shen 2017).  PF allows the evaluation of integrals without resorting to direct integration techniques, 

providing. e.g., a computationally simple method of calculating higher-order quantum-mechanical corrections to the 

classical action (Kreshchuk and Gulden, 2019).  PF has the unvaluable advantage of encompassing period-energy 

functions, so that the energy can be used as a parameter. 

PF can be can be also written in terms of second-order differential equations based on the Gaussian hypergeometric 

function 2F1 (a,b;c;z), i.e., a special function characterized by three regular singular points where the growth of solutions 

in the complex plane is bounded by an algebraic function (Becken and Schmelcher, 2000; Olde Daalhuis 2010).  

Hypergeometric differential equations represent solutions of many physical problems like, e.g., the Schrödinger equation 

for the hydrogen atom and the harmonic oscillators analyzed in terms of Hermite polynomials (Ratner et al., 2001; Jong 

et al., 2015).  The hypergeometric version of PF is satisfied by a set of integral period functions leading to geometries 

characterized by simple, plane curves that are closed and start at regular points (Beukers and Heckman, 1989; Fürnsinn 

and Yurkevich, 2023).  Simple and manageable PF-derived hypergeometric manifolds (henceforward PFHM) are 

achieved (Figure 1), characterized by a doubly periodic elliptic function and by a countable toric section of the 

Hamiltonian (Klee 2018a).  A fixed value of the Hamiltonian can be used to specify the coordinates of a particular particle 

trajectory inside PFHM.  Given the system’s Hamiltonian , the associated real period function  can be 

described by integral-differential algorithms (Klee 2019):  
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with the same signatures  that can be found in the Ramanujan theory of elliptic functions related to the 

integral period functions ,  and  (Ramanujan 1914; Shen 2017).   

When the potential reaches a minimum, the phase curves become loops that can be measured by the period function  

(Klee 2019): 

 

The invariant differential  can be integrated on any loop around the Riemannian surface    

 

PFHM is a versatile tool that generates many algorithms and different series of identities (Klee 2018a).  Slight changes 

in the variable period T(α) and/or the Gaussian hypergeometric function produce fully different manifolds that can be 

interpreted in terms of (physical or biological) dynamical systems featuring dihedral symmetry (Figure 1).  Notably, the 

systems’ energetic requirements and constraints can be calculated by plotting cross sections of the toric energy surface 

with plane curves. In the sequel, we will assess the phase space and the Hamiltonian of dynamical systems characterized 

by stable and closed orbits, with special emphasis on their energetic features.   
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Figure 1. Hypergeometric Picard-Fuchs equations generate dynamical systems featuring dihedral symmetry with 

different phase space’s conformations.  At a fixed value of energy α = 0.469, slight modifications in the real period 

function T(α) (described in the yellow squares) lead to the production of various hypergeometric manifolds with different 

toric sections of the Hamiltonian.  Modified from Klee (2018a); Klee (2019).    
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FROM HYPERGEOMETRIC PHASE SPACES TO REAL PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS  

 

We argue that PFHM and the Ramanujan’s derived real period functions could be used to elucidate real systems’ phase 

spaces and energetic dynamics.  PFHM might stand for the mathematical counterpart of various physical and/or biological 

dynamical paths.  To provide a proof-of-concept example, we examine here the phase space trajectories of an isolated 

two-dimensional system S1 characterized by homoclinic, stable, closed orbits (Figure 2A).  Period integrals along the 

contour curves enable the evaluation of the S1’s time dynamics (Klee 2018b).  The S1’s planar layer contains a family of 

Hamiltonian level curves indexed by energy   with the lowest energetic level located at the center and the higher 

on the borders.  The higher the energy, the larger the closed orbit crossed by a hypothetical particle traveling in the S1’s 

phase space.   

The next step is to consider S1 not anymore as isolated, rather as a subsystem coupled with another hidden two-

dimensional subsystem, say S2, equipped with the same homoclinic, stable, closed orbits.  The features of such S1-S2 

system are illustrated in Figure 1F and Figures 2B-E.  The HPFM procedure allows S1 and its family of Hamiltonian 

curves to be coupled with S2 Hamiltonian curves that reciprocally influence each other. The system formed by the two 

subsystems S1 and S2 displays peculiar features:   

1) The subsystems are coupled inside a single complex dynamical system described by the PFHM dictates. 

2) The two-dimensional subsystems are located on perpendicular planes inside a three-dimensional phase space.   

3) The system features dihedral symmetry. 

4) The system is finite. 

5) The constrained trajectories of the subsystems follow homoclinic, stable and closed orbits.  

6) The system could be treated either as continuous or quantized.    

7) Due to the extreme value theorem, a real-valued function that is continuous on the closed and bounded interval 

must attain at least a maximum and a minimum on a compact manifold. 

8) Plotting cross sections of the toric energy surfaces allows energy inversion symmetry.  Differently from other 

Hamiltonian surfaces, the real period T(α) determines the complex period T(1-α) up to a rescaling, leading to 

energy inversion  
α

1−α 
  (Klee 2018a).    

9) Contrary to S1, the S2 energetic values decrease from the center to the periphery.     

10) For every fixed value of the Hamiltonian, equipotential subspaces can be found in every subsystem.  Therefore, 

changes in radius and energetic levels in S1 are inversely and correlated with changes in radius and energetic 

levels in S2 (Figures 2B-D).   

11) The (physical or biological) subsystems S1 and S2 are coupled is such a way that the total energy of the system 

must be preserved.  In accordance with the principle that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction, 

energetic increases in S1 must be balanced by inversely proportional energetic decreases in S2, and vice versa.   

 

Summarizing, we argue that PFHM could describe real physical and/or biological systems in which the energetic changes 

occurring in the subsystem under evaluation are linearly correlated with the energetic changes occurring in hidden coupled 

subsystems.   
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Figure 2.  The dynamical system S1 can be embedded in the dynamical system S1-S2 featuring dihedral symmetry. 

Figure 2A.  The S1’s two-dimensional planar layer contains a family of Hamiltonian level curves indexed by energy  

.   Looking just at S1, the changes in energetic levels are interpreted as isolated.  Figure 2B-D.  S1 in not any 

more an isolated manifold, but rather is embedded in a three-dimensional system that contains also the perpendicular 

hidden subsystem S2. The S1-S2 system corresponds to the manifold illustrated in Figure 1F.  By increasing or decreasing 

the α value, different predictable time dynamics are achieved in every single subsystem (thicker circles in Figures 2B, 

2C, 2D). Contrary to the subsystem S1, the S2’s energetic values decrease from the center to the periphery, so that 

energetic changes in S1 are inversely proportional to changes in S2.  Modified from Klee (2018b); Klee (2019).  Figure 

2E.  A three-dimensional reconstruction of the S1-S2 system (α=0.61).     
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APPLICATIONS OF HYPERGEOMETRIC PERIODIC FUNCTIONS TO PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL 

SYSTEMS 

 

Feasible physical and biological PFHM applications are suggested in the sequel.  The toric sections of the Hamiltonian 

described above can be examined in terms of forces able to influence the dynamics of the system under assessment.  The 

PFHM homoclinic orbits could represent the energetic levels of physical forces like gravitation or electromagnetism, the 

trajectories of particles moved by mechanical forces, biological diffusion mechanisms, the paths followed by social 

agents’ networks, etc. Here follows a list of examples introducing physical and biological systems in terms of PFHM-like 

paths.  

 

 

Hidden energetic constraints.  The dynamics of physical and biological systems are usually tackled by envisioning the 

intrinsic and extrinsic forces that constrain the phase spaces trajectories.  For instance, fluctuating colloidal nanoclusters 

can be driven to reach an arbitrary target shape by properly setting a macroscopic external field (Boccardo and Pierre-

Louis, 2022).  To provide another example, the mechanical response of sub-100 nm scale materials is deeply influenced 

by the termination lines of the boundaries at the solid surface where the crystalline grains meet (Zhang et al., 2021).  The 

PFHM approach suggests that the energetic levels of certain thermodynamic paths occurring in seemingly isolated 

dynamical systems could be influenced by hidden factors, even in the absence of accurate knowledge of the systems 

parameters.  This means that thermodynamic accounts must consider not just of the system under evaluation, but also its 

potential co-joined systems.  In touch with this suggestion, concerning the conformational fluctuations of whole protein 

structures, the external occurrence of water molecules between protein domains is mandatory to induce large-amplitude 

motions of multi-domain proteins (Oroguchi and Nakasako, 2016).  In a PFHM framework of protein domains, 

microscopic changes in hidden subsystems (i.e., changes in local hydration of hydrophobic pockets or hydrophilic 

crevices in the clefts) lead to macroscopic changes in the whole system (i.e., domain motions’ switches).   

We argue that nonequilibrium dynamical systems’ perturbative phenomena like heterogeneities and the existence of 

multiple stable states (Briske et al., 2017), together with dissipative forces like internal friction and material loss, could 

be evaluated in terms of PFHM.  This suggests that driving forces from hidden coupled subsystems may lead to energetic 

changes in the system under assessment. 

 

In a PHFM dynamical system, the energy tends to an energetic value that must be balanced between the subsystems that 

make it up.  In the example illustrated in Figures 1F and 2, the coupled subsystems S1 and S2 are correlated by an inverse 

linear function in such a way that the total energy of the whole system must be preserved.  When the S1’s energy tends to 

zero, the S2 energy must tend to 1, and vice versa.  Since these dynamics result in linear, balanced, reciprocally induced 

energetic constraints between the S1 and S2 subsystems, the whole system S1-S2 is forbidden to achieve a final 

configuration that simultaneously minimizes all interaction energies.  Therefore, S1 and S2 cannot simultaneously display 

the highest and the lowest energetic levels.   This is the case of protein frustration, in which the least energetic point 

towards the maximum entropy conformation is almost never reached due to the presence of accidental degeneracy of 

ground states (Tozzi et al., 2016; Hanai 2024).  Protein frustration’s dynamics are reminiscent of PFHM-like systems, in 

which conflicting and entangled objectives do exist between the S1’s and S2’s dynamics.  This leads to subsystems’ 

reciprocal constraints that forbid the lowest-energy configuration theoretically achievable by the whole system.  Both 

frustrated systems and reciprocally interacting hypergeometric coupled systems exhibit marginal orbits that can be 

regarded as the dynamical counterpart of accidentally degenerate ground states with symmetry breaks.  Therefore, 

regardless of the gradient descent equations, the very occurrence of the coupled subsystems is able to restraint the ultimate 

energetic conformation of the whole system. 

 

Phase spaces for quantum entanglement.  In a PFHM-like phase space, the energetic configuration of particles located 

in a subsystem can be predicted by looking at the energetic configuration of particles located in the coupled subsystems, 

and vice versa.  PFHM allows the description of the coordinate variables in terms of complex values matching each plane 

curve to a Riemann surface  with nontrivial topology.  This observation provides the background to treat quantum 

dynamics’ phenomena in terms of paths traveling inside PFHM-like manifolds.  Especially, PHFM might deliver the 

mathematical and logical backbone to provide an explanation for the puzzling phenomenon of quantum entanglement 

(Krutyanskiy et al., 2023).  The simultaneous correlation of two entangled particles makes sense if we consider them as 

embedded inside hypergeometric mathematical phase spaces where constrained trajectories like the ones described in 

Figure 1 occur.  Concerning the system illustrated in Figures 1F and 2, a change in S1 must be coupled with a change in 

S2.  The knowledge of the position of a particle located in the S1 subsystem allows the knowledge of the position of 

another particle located in the S2 subsystem.  This means that modifications of an S1 particle lead to modifications in its 

S2 entangled particle.  As suggested by Tozzi and Papo (2020), the very mathematical features of dynamical systems may 

naturally lead to physical events that are simultaneous and therefore devoid of the classical cause/effect relationships 

based on the temporal sequence of two events.  

In a PHFM framework, the correlation between two entangled particles is mediated by the very structure of the coupled 

subsystems where the two particles are embedded.  Entanglement becomes an external relation characterised by mutual 
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information (Cinti et al., 2022) between S1 and S2, in which trajectory changes in one spatial location lead to trajectory 

changes in another spatial location.   

 

 

PFHM affects physical and biological paths.  The dynamics described by Turing’s reaction-diffusion model 

(henceforward RD) (Turing 1952) could be treated in terms of oscillations taking place inside PFHM-like phase spaces.  

In RD reactions, the balance and competition between excitatory and inhibitory inputs produces peculiar two-dimensional 

diffusion patterns of traveling substances (Kondo and Miura 2010) (Figure 3A).  RD has been proven useful to describe 

the formation of self-organized patterns like leopard spots, zebrafish markings (Kondo et al., 2009), lung branching 

morphogenesis (Xu et al., 2017) and hippocampal grid cell’s firing patterns (Deca 2017).  We suggest that a PHFM 

approach might allow the assessment of RD-like patterns in three-dimensions (Figure 3B).  To provide an example related 

with the PHFM system illustrated in Figures 1F and 2, the concentric pattern generated by the subsystem S2 intersects 

the concentric pattern generated by the orthogonal subsystem S1.  The reciprocal constraints generated by the interaction 

of the S1’s and S2’s diffusion waves might result in a three-dimensional dynamical system where RD could take place.  

 

The various PFHM-like geometric shapes (like the triangles, the squares and the hexagons illustrated in Figure 1) exhibit 

striking similarities with the rich morphology of natural structures.  For instance, morphological similarities occur 

between the structure of graphene and the hexagonal PHFM system illustrated in Figure 3C.  The constant energy contour 

plot of the graphene’s two-dimensional electronic band structure can be treated in terms of a hexagonal system S1.  This 

means that the trigonal structures around the K points where the bands cross the Fermi level (energy E=0 eV) could be 

theoretically influenced by the energetic levels of the orthogonal structures outside the K points (Alfonsi, 2011) (Figure 

3C).  To provide another example, the atomic orbitals, i.e., the wavefunctions standing for the solutions of the Schrödinger 

equation for the atom (Gsaller 2007), when plotted in three dimensions exhibit characteristic shapes that resemble the 

conformation of PFHM coupled systems (Figure 3D).   

 

PFHM-like mathematical functions could be also used to investigate various types of networks and graphs that are usually 

employed to describe social behaviors, since analogues between graph theory and theory of algebraic manifolds can be 

easily exploited (Bolker et al., 2002).  In touch with this approach, many Boolean networks underlying biological 

regulatory networks (Schwab et al., 2020) could be treated in terms of different sets of states that evolve into closed cycles 

corresponding to PFHM-like basins of attraction.  The behavior of social systems could be influenced by hidden factors 

located in PFHM-like hidden subsystems.  These hidden subsytems might stand for ecological processes representing 

feedback mechanisms to moderate fluctuations of resilient communities in response to perturbing events (Briske et al., 

2017).  
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Figure 3A.  Two-dimensional reaction diffusion system according to the Gray-Scott model (settings: feed rate = 0.037; 

death rate = 0.06).  Modified from https://pmneila.github.io/jsexp/grayscott/  (retrieved May 5, 2024).   Figure 3B.  The 

two-dimensional reaction diffusion system is projected to the three-dimensional, PFHM S1-S2 system.  The progressive 

homocyclic diffusion from S2 generates three-dimensional waves that, starting from the S2 center, diffuse towards the S2 

periphery and the S1 center.  When superimposition occurs between the two S1 and S2 orthogonal waves, the SD pattern 

is generated.  Modified from Wolfram 2011.   

Figure 3C.  The hexagon of the two-dimensional Brillouin zone of a single graphene sheet displays similarities with the 

PFHM system illustrated in Figure 1C. Modified from Alfonsi (2011).    

Figure 3D.  The shape of the atomic orbital 4f (polynomial form y z2) plotted in three dimensions displays similarities 

with similarities with the PFHM system illustrated in Figure 1G.  Modified from Gsaller (2007).  

https://pmneila.github.io/jsexp/grayscott/
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Attractor-like gomboc dynamics.  A PFHM approach may shed new light on well-known physical phenomena.  A fixed 

point inside a PFHM could stand for the equilibrium point of a limit cycle where the derivatives of the coordinates are 

zero.   The PFHM orbits could be treated not just as homocyclic curves, but also in terms of gradient flows tending towards 

stable nodes of nondegenerate minima.  In this case, a peculiar fixed-point attractor is achieved on the compact PFHM 

manifold, where a maximum and a minimum are attained on a closed interval.  In the example illustrated in Figures 1F 

and 2, the S1 central point could represent both a limit-cycle attractor for the subsystem S1 and a bifurcation saddle point 

for the perpendicular subsystem S2.   In this context, the mechanical behaviour of unusual bodies can be assessed in terms 

of PFHM.  For instance, a monostatic body - like the toy “comeback kid”- is a rigid body subjected to gravity which 

displays on the horizontal surface just one stable equilibrium point (Chou and Friedman, 2016).  The gomboc is a peculiar 

homogeneous three-dimensional, monostatic body with two equilibrium points, one stable and another unstable 

(Domokos et al., 1994; Varkonyi and Domokos, 2006).  See Figures 4A-4C for further details.   The differentiable 

function R(φ) denotes the boundary of the gomboc in a polar coordinate system (Figure 4B).  The surface of the solid 

object displays R, which can be decomposed as follows:  

 
Where ∆R is the type of the deviation from the unit sphere, r, θ and φ denote the spherical coordinate system, R (θ,φ,c,d) 

is a family of surfaces, c>0 (≈0.275)  is a parameter which controls the shapes of the thick and thin portions of the body 

(the smaller c, the closer to a tennis ball curve) and 0<d<1 is another parameter that must be very small (d< 5 x 10-5) to 

satisfy the convexity requirement.  The formula suggests that the gomboc’s dynamics are dictated by its very structure 

and shape.   

The gomboc’s single equilibrium point stands for the basin of attraction crossed with the aid of the gravitation, i.e., the 

external force able to restraint the converging paths towards the local minimum.  Since the gomboc reaches its final stable 

configuration when the gravity is not counteracted by any mechanical force, a parallelism can be drawn with the above-

mentioned S1-S2 system (Figure 4E).   The fixed point in S1 is reached when the S1 energy is zero and the S2 energy is 

1 (Figure 4F).  In touch with the PFHM system in which the subsystems display inverse proportional energy, the gomboc’s 

minimum energetic level is achieved when the maximum effect of the gravitational force is not anymore balanced by 

opposite mechanical forces.     
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Figure 4A.  A monostatic three-dimensional object (termed gomboc) equipped with a single point of stable equilibrium.  

Figure 4B. The gomboc can be embedded inside a spherical polar coordinate system with the origin at the center of 

gravity of the body.  The three-dimensional body can be defined by the function R(ϕ,ϴ).  Figure 4C.  The gomboc displays 

the unique feature to be equipped with just one stable and one unstable point (blue and red spots, respectively).  Figure 

4D.  The gomboc’s movements lead to different intermediate paths.  No matter how the gomboc is turned, it will always 

reach its single stable fixed point.  Rmax stands for the point of unstable equilibrium with the highest energy, while Rmin 

for the stable point with the lowest energy.  Modified from Domokos and Várkonyi (2008).   

Figures 4E-F.  The gomboc’s movements can be described in terms of trajectories taking place inside the PHFM 

illustrated in Figures 1F and 2.  When the mechanical forces counteract and overtake the gravity, the gomboc moves 

following established trajectories (Figure 4E).  When the gravity exerts its maximum force and the mechanical forces 

dissipate, the gomboc reaches its final, stable configuration (Figure 4F).   
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

We explored the idea of algebraic and/or geometric structures subtending the phase spaces of physical and biological 

dynamical systems. This mathematical framework for real dynamics has been already considered by many scientists.  For 

instance, it has been suggested that the three-dimensional cubic surface 𝑉𝑎,𝑏,𝑐,𝑑(𝑥,𝑦,𝑧) correlated with the dynamical 

(non-linear and transcendental) Painlevé VI equation paves the way to an approach to DNA/RNA sequences in which 

essential singularities remain fixed during poles shift (Planat et al., 2024).  In our paper, we focused on a peculiar 

hypergeometric manifold, inspired by the versatile PF.  This approach generates coupled systems composed of visible and 

concealed subsets with energetic interactions that are reciprocal in nature.   

Many clues suggest that PFHM could be used to investigate real dynamics.  It is noteworthy that the homoclinic orbits 

and global bifurcations like the ones described by PFHM can be identified in many physical and biological tracks (Chen 

et al., 2018).   In astronomy, certain basic homoclinic and periodic orbits have been used to analyze planar equilateral 

restricted four-body problems in terms of conservative autonomous vector fields (Hetebrij and Mireles James, 2021).  An 

atlas has been provided of the stable/unstable manifolds attached to an equilibrium point, in order to assess not just the 

maximally symmetric case of equal masses, but also the symmetry breaks leading to connecting orbits of nonequal masses 

(Kepley and Mireles James, 2019).  Further, saddle-node dynamics have been studied in Lorenz systems, suggesting that 

infinite homoclinic orbits are associated with unstable periodic motions and period-doubling bifurcation trees towards 

chaos (Guo et al., 2021). The last, but not the least, the central nervous system displays heteroclinic sequential dynamics 

that can be expressed in the form of kinetic equations (Rabinovich and Varona, 2011).   

     

Summarizing, different features of PHFM could be used to tackle various physical and biological dynamics:  

1) The constrained inverse reciprocity of the trajectories in coupled subsystems could be used to assess quantum 

entanglement. 

2) The system’s requirements of energy conservation could be used to assess frustrated systems. 

3) The possibility to treat PHFM in terms of cycle attractors could be used to assess unusual dynamical systems 

like the gomboc.  

4) The possibility to describe systems’ energetic dynamics in a more extrinsic way could be used to assess the 

unnoticed presence of hidden coupled systems.  

5) The possibility to treat two-dimensional systems in terms of three-dimensional systems could be used to 

investigate the ubiquitous Turing’s reaction-diffusion model according to an unfamiliar three-dimensional 

perspective.   

  

PFHMs display other features that have not been covered here and that could be useful for the evaluation of real systems 

dynamics. For instance, another property could be explored that is ubiquitous in physical and biological systems, i.e., the 

possibility that the homocyclic orbits could run clockwise or counterclockwise.  Still, the fact that PFHMs are formed by 

two-dimensional systems that are perpendicular is worth exploring, since many real systems are characterized by the 

occurrence of orthogonal planes.  For example, the interaction of transverse/longitudinal electrical and magnetic fields 

with charged particles produces particle acceleration in beam transport systems (Wiedemann 2015; Sánchez et al., 2023).  

These synchrotron oscillations’ dynamics could be described in terms of PFHM systems under various initial conditions, 

including unstable motion and potential well for moving radiofrequency buckets.  A PFHM approach could also be 

methodologically useful to elucidate quantum features of quasiparticles like phonons, magnons and anyons.  In condensed 

matter physics, a quasiparticle stands for the collective behavior of a group of particles that can be treated as if they were 

a single particle, since the motion of many particles behaves like a single entity equipped with collective excitations 

(Verresen et al. 2019).  Another feasible PFHM application concerns the possibility to explore the relationship between 

different manifolds’ trajectories in terms of mappings and projections.  With the aid of higher-dimensional Poincaré maps, 

two- and three-dimensional routes could be used to compute resonant orbits in the Earth–Moon restricted problem 

(Vaquero and Howell, 2014).  We suggest that a message (or a visual image) incorporated in the PFHM subsytems’ 

invariant orbits can be mapped to the orbits of another subsystem, achieving a hypergeometric projection of the original 

message.  Like the charting of a world map, homoclinic/heteroclinic-type projections between two coupled 

hypergeometric manifolds can be accomplished, with applications in digital imaging, cryptography and memory storing.    
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